SEL-C607 Serial Cable
Cable for connecting a device with an EIA-422/485 terminal block connection to a device with an RJ-45 connector.\(^1\)

Part Number: C607-

Length\(^2\)
Specify in feet with leading zeros (Example: 5 Feet = 005) Max length 330 Feet

\(^1\) To verify your cable application, use the Cable Selector at https://www.selinc.com/CableSelector/.
\(^2\) As cable lengths increase, so does the risk of interference and equipment damage due to ground potential rise and induced voltages.

![Diagram of cable connection](image)

CABLE: 4 pair (Stranded) Twisted Shielded CAT 5E Cable

1. GRAND/EYWHITE
2. ORANGE
3. GREEN/WHITE
4. BLUE
5. BLUE/WHITE
6. GREEN
7. BROWN/WHITE
8. BROWN
SHELL SHIELD

Comments: For the SEL/ICON Async Data Submodule and SEL-3355 (3390SE) serial card, please refer to the instruction manuals for cable please.
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